A Word in Season Devotional Guide

July 16
Psalm 19:119:1-6
The heavens declare the glory of God; And the firmament shows His handiwork.
Day unto day utters speech, And night unto night reveals knowledge.
There is no speech nor language Where their voice is not heard.
Their line has gone out through all the earth, And their words to the end of the world. In them He has set a
tabernacle for the sun,
Which is like a bridegroom coming out of his chamber, And rejoices like a strong man to run its race.
Its rising is from one end of heaven, And its circuit to the other end; And there is nothing hidden from its heat.
What the fool says.
"For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them," (Exodus
20:11 NIV), "The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands." (Psalms 19:1
NIV) These Bible statements, educated man (for the most part) has chosen to disbelieve!
Dr. D. Herbert makes this interesting observation in the Creation Science Newsletter (Summer 1996
issue): "With almost predictable regularity, television specials or articles in the widely-circulated magazines
focus on the question of origins. The recent probe sent to Mars has only heightened interest as it has been
reported that such investigations might finally reveal the elusive answers to the question: Where did we come
from?"
"Since the actual moment that the universe, or life itself, came into existence is a completed act in the
past and can never be duplicated, nor tested empirically, this act, as important as it is, lies outside the realm of
science. The investigation of origins is a religious endeavour which can be examined under two systems:
supernaturalism (creation) or naturalism (evolution). In other words, was God involved - hance, a supernatural
act, or was there some impersonal force directing nature - hence, a naturalistic act?"
"Does our educational system recognise that both creationism and evolutionism are religious? The
answer is an emphatic no. Since 1984, the Ministry of Education has mandated that the teaching of
evolutionism should become compulsory core units in OAC history and biology courses."
"It is unfortunate that the Ministry (of Education) seen that both creationism and evolution are base on
definable sets of assumptions and that everyone is committed by faith to one or the other. The traditional
evidences for evolution used exclusively in all textbook, such as the fossil record, vestigial organs and
homology, can be explained equally well within the creation model."
"The difference lies , not in the data, but in the fact that an individual of creationist persuasion uses a
different set of assumptions to interpret the data."
Education and faith cannot be separated, nor do they have to viewed as incompatible. Dr. Herbert goes
on to suggest that "By examining the assumption bases of both creationism and evolutionism" students could be
trained to think more critically, especially when the understanding of theories and their influence on society are
examined.
The Bible states: "The fool says in his heart, "There is no God." (Psalms 14:1 NIV). Our country cannot
afford (ethically, morally, or spiritually) to circumvent the evidence of a personal creator through interpretive
bias, for in doing so we only make fools of ourselves!
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